In standard Independent Component Analysis (ICA), a linear data model is used for a global description of the data. Even though linear ICA yields meaningful results in many cases, it can provide a crude approximation only for general nonlinear data distributions. In this paper a new structure is proposed, where local ICA models are used in connection with a suitable grouping algorithm clustering the data. The clustering part is responsible for an overall coarse nonlinear representation of the data, while linear ICA models of each cluster are used for describing local features of the data. The goal is to represent the data better than in linear ICA while avoiding computational di culties related with nonlinear ICA.
Introduction
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 1, 2, 3] is a statistical technique which in many cases characterizes the data in a natural way. ICA and the related blind source separation (BSS) problem 4, 2, 3, 1] are currently studied extensively both in unsupervised neural learning and statistical signal processing.
The basic data model used in ICA is as follows. Denote by x(t) = x 1 (t);::: ; x n (t)] T the ndimensional t:th data vector. The vectors x(t) have a common unknown zero-mean non-Gaussian statistical distribution. In ICA, we try to t to the data x(t) the expansion x(t) = As(t) = m X j=1 s j (t)a j : (1) Here the vector s(t) = s 1 (t);::: ; s m (t)] T contains the m independent components (or source signals) s j (t) for the data vector x(t). A = a 1 ; : : : ; a m ] is a constant full-rank n m matrix, called the mixing matrix. The vectors a j , j = 1;::: ; m, are the basis vectors of ICA; see 1, 2] .
In (1) , the number of independent components m is usually assumed to be at most equal to the number of mixtures n, and often m = n.
The independent components are found by determining an m n inverse mapping (separating matrix) B so that the m-vector y(t) = Bx(t) (2) becomes an estimate y(t) =ŝ(t) of the independent component vector s(t). To this end, many algorithms have been proposed; see for example 1, 2, 4] for further information and reviews.
The estimate of the mixing matrix A is generally obtained as the pseudoinverse of B.
In ICA, the basis vectors a j are generally not mutually orthogonal. This can be compared to standard Principal Component Analysis (PCA), where the form of the expansion (1) is the same but the basis vectors a j must be mutually orthogonal and the coe cients s i (t) have maximal variances. The orthogonality requirement of PCA is often an unnatural technical constraint, whereas the independence assumption in ICA is roughly valid 1]. On the other hand, PCA is easier to compute because it requires second-order statistics only. In spite of its usefulness, the basic ICA model (1) is often too simple for describing well real-world data. Aiming at a general method for describing the input data rather than BSS applications, we point out two speci c weaknesses of the model (1) . First, the standard ICA model (1) is linear, while generally we need a suitable nonlinear model for representing the data adequately. Second, the ICA model (1) tries to describe all the data using the same global features (ICA basis vectors) a j , j = 1;::: ; m. Generally, a rich natural data set has often statistically varying characteristics in di erent parts of its overall distribution. This calls for using local features for e cient representation of qualitatively di erent domains of the data. In this paper we develop a fairly simple data model that tries to overcome these drawbacks, and is computationally not too demanding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we brie y consider nonlinear ICA, di culties associated with it, and its connection to local ICA. Then we introduce a general theoretical framework for representing data in a linear basis, which includes a large number of methods that are at rst sight quite di erent. After this, we present our local ICA method, discuss various choices of parameters and grouping methods, and connections with other related approaches. Finally, we show experimental results both for both arti cial and real-world image data, and discuss connections of the proposed approach with related other methods.
2 Nonlinear ICA A natural extension of the linear ICA (or BSS) model (1) is to assume that the components of the data vectors x(t) depend nonlinearly on some statistically independent components (source signals) s(t). Thus the instantaneous mixtures x(t) = F(s(t)) (3) of the sources s(t) = s 1 (t);::: ; s m (t)] T are observed, where F : R m ! R m is an unknown nonlinear mixing function. For simplicity, we assume that the number of independent components m is equal to the number of mixtures n. The nonlinear ICA problem now consists of nding an inverse mapping G : R m ! R m which gives estimates of the independent components as y(t) = G(x(t)): (4) This important problem has drawn increasingly attention lately, see for example 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 2] and the references therein. However, nonlinear ICA is often di cult to apply for reasons discussed below.
First, solution of the nonlinear ICA problem is usually highly non-unique 8, 1, 10]. For getting more unique solutions, various constraints have been introduced, but it is not yet clear which constraints are most meaningful in di erent situations. If some inverse mapping (4) is found such that the components of the vector y(t) are mutually independent, these components may have nothing to do with the original source signals. Lin 12] If the nonlinear mapping (3) is twice di erentiable, we can approximate it locally at any point by the linear mixing model (1) . There A is de ned by the rst order term @F(s)=@s of the Taylor series expansion of F(s) at the desired point. But now A generally changes from point to point, so that the constraint conditions (5) still leave n(n ? 1)=2 degrees of freedom for determining the mixing matrix A (omitting the diagonal elements).
Another di culty in the general nonlinear ICA methods proposed thus far is that they tend to be computationally rather demanding. Moreover, the computational load usually increases very rapidly with the dimensionality of the problem, preventing in practice the application of nonlinear ICA methods to high-dimensional data sets.
3 A framework for representing data in a linear basis Let W = w 1 ; w 2 ; : : : ; w m ] denote an n m basis or weight matrix. Its column vectors w j are generally assumed to be some non-parallel n-dimensional vectors. We can now form an approximationx(t) to the data vector x(t) as follows:
x(t) = m X j=1 g j (x(t);W)w j = Wg(x(t); W) (6) Here g j (x(t);W) is the scalar coe cient corresponding to the basis vector w j , and g(x(t); W) = g 1 (x(t);W);g 2 (x(t);W);::: ; g m (x(t);W)] T
is the column vector consisting of these m coe cients. Generally, the coe cients g j of the expansion (6) may depend either linearly or nonlinearly on the basis vectors w 1 ; : : : ; w m and the data vector x(t). However, the model (6) always represents the data vector x(t) in a linear basis.
A wide variety of well-known data representation methods can be expressed in the formalism (6), depending on the choice of the basis vectors w 1 ; : : : ; w m and the coe cients g j (x(t);W). Assume rst that the coe cients in (6) are real-valued linear functions of the data vector x(t) and the weight matrix W. Then it is possible to represent x(t) in the basis w 1 ; : : : ; w m without any approximation error, provided that m = n and the basis is linearly independent. Such methods include all orthogonal basis methods, for which W T W = I and g j (x(t);W) = w T j x(t). (6) . In SOM, only one of the coe cients g j (x(t);W) is nonzero and actually equal to unity. This coe cient corresponds to the weight (basis) vector w l which is closest to the data vector x(t) in Euclidean norm. By learning the weight vectors w 1 ; : : : ; w m so that they provide a nearly optimal vector quantization 14], SOM forms a nonlinear data compressing mapping which has proved out to be very useful in visualizing and characterizing the essential features of the underlying data.
In the general framework (6), PCA and ICA are qualitatively quite di erent from SOM. In PCA and ICA, a global, dense code is used for representing the data vectors x(t). This means that every basis vector w j , j = 1;::: ; m is used for representing all the data vectors, and their real-valued coe cients are typically nonzero. On the other hand, in SOM only one basis vector is used for representing each data vector, and the coe cients of the expansion (6) are binary, either 0 or 1. This kind of extremely sparse, local and quantized representation can anyway provide a fairly good approximationx(t) to the data vector x(t) provided that the number m of basis vectors w j is su ciently large, usually m n. This corresponds to using a large overdetermined basis in representing the data.
In standard PCA, an overdetermined basis where the number m of basis vectors is larger than the dimensionality n of the data is impossible due to the orthogonality of the basis. In ICA, an overdetermined basis can be used 17, 1, 2]. The idea behind this is that for an overdetermined basis, less coe cients and basis vectors are needed for achieving a prescribed accuracy, leading to a sparser representation. In such a representation, most of the coe cients in the expansion (6) are close to zero for a given data vector x(t), and the few clearly non-zero coe cients vary for each data vector.
Between these two extremes, PCA and SOM, lies a large domain of proposed and potential local modeling methods. In local methods, a moderate number of basis vectors are used to represent the data. These basis vectors are generally di erent in qualitatively di erent regions of the distribution of the data. This kind of local models have recently become popular. The goal in applying them is to combine the bene ts of global dense data representation methods and very sparse, local vector quantization type methods.
Local Independent Component Analysis

The proposed local ICA method
We propose the use of local linear ICA models in order to represent nonlinearly distributed data better than using a single global linear ICA model. Our local ICA method consists of the following stages. Selected reasonable clustering or grouping method will be discussed in the next subsections. There are also other choices which a ect the results. In this paper, we have chosen the number K of clusters or groups somewhat heuristically by inspecting the quality of the obtained results. The number N k of the basis vectors in the local ICA expansion of each cluster is selected usually so that the mean-square error is reduced by a certain amount (typically by at least 80%). Still another choice is the algorithm for estimating the independent components. If the ICA model (1) does not hold for the data sets S k exactly, various ICA algorithms may yield di erent results.
We have used the symmetric xed-point algorithm 19, 1]. It uses prewhitening, converges fast, and yields accurate results both for super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian independent components simultaneously 20, 1].
K-means clustering
In principle, one can use any suitable clustering method of the many possible alternatives 21]. We have used the well-known K-means algorithm, which has the following basic form 21, 14]:
1. Begin with arbitrary assignment of data vectors to K clusters or begin with arbitrary set of K cluster centers and assign data vectors to nearest centers.
2. Compute the sample mean m k of the data vectors fx (k) i g belonging to each cluster S k .
3. Reassign each data vector to the cluster with the nearest mean (measured using Euclidean distance).
4. If the clustering of all data vectors has not changed, stop; else go to step 2.
The K-means method is simple and intuitively reasonable, and it has the important feature that it tries to minimize the criterion
The minimum is achieved when the data vectors are divided into K clusters so that the overall mean-square error estimated from the data vectors is the smallest possible. Instead of the data vectors x themselves, one can use for determining the clusters transformed vectors f(x) describing meaningful features in the application at hand. The K-means method can be re ned in several ways if desired; see 21].
Xu has derived interesting theoretical results 22] that give a lot of insight in what K-means clustering is actually doing. He has shown that K-means clustering is an optimal clustering algorithm for the data model where the probability density of the data is a mixture of Gaussians. All the Gaussians in this mixture have the same probability (mixing coe cient), and the Gaussians are spherical, with the same covariance matrix (10) Here N is the total number of the data vectors x, and d is their dimensionality. The optimal number K of clusters in the K-means algorithm is the integer value of K that provides the minimum of the criterion I(K).
These results at rst seem to limit the general applicability of the K-means algorithm severely. However, it should be recalled that by using a suitable mixture of Gaussians it is possible to model any su ciently smooth probability density adequately 24]. The limitation of using spherical Gaussians can be compensated by using more of them, with their centers placed suitably. Xu has generalized his results for a mixture of elliptical Gaussians having arbitrary positive de nite, symmetric covariance matrices. However, the treatment of a mixture of Gaussians becomes much more complicated in that case 24, 22] .
Because ICA tries to take into account non-Gaussianity in the data, it is worthwhile to study modi cations of the K-means clustering algorithm that hopefully yield more non-Gaussian clusters. A simple way to do this is to replace the standard Euclidean distance by a suitable non-Euclidean distance in the criterion (9) . The generalized criterion is given by
i ; m k ) (11) where d(x 
The region for which the distance d p (x;y) c, where c is a constant, is circular for the Euclidean distance, diamond-shaped for the city-block distance, and square for the chessboard distance. Hence these distance measures tend to provide clusters having the respective shapes when used in the K-means clustering algorithm. These distance measures have a connection with ICA, too. Consider the generalized Gaussian or exponential power family of probability densities. For a single random variable x, it is given
by 23] f(x) = C exp ? jx ? mj p pEfjx ? mj p g
The positive real-valued exponent p determines the type of distribution, and C is a scaling constant which normalizes the distribution to unit area (see 23]). If the parameter p = 2, the usual Gaussian density is obtained. The choice p = 1 yields the Laplacian density, and p ! 1 the uniform density. The parameter values p < 2 in (15) give rise to super-Gaussian densities, and p > 2 to sub-Gaussian ones.
Clearly, the exponent p in the generalized density (15) has a similar role as in the Minkowski distance (12) . This can be seen from the numerator of the exponent in (15), even though normalization takes place in a di erent manner as in the Minkowski distance (12) . This suggests that if the data consists of sub-Gaussian densities, we should use the chessboard distance in K-means clustering, and the city-block distance for super-Gaussian densities. The experimental results in the next section show that this somewhat intuitive argument is indeed valid.
Neural grouping methods
The K-means clustering algorithm is related with the self-organizing map (SOM) 14, 15] , in particular with the batch version of SOM. A major di erence between these two methods is that in SOM a neighborhood is used in forming the clusters. Usually the neighborhood is decreased during the learning process. See for example 14, 15, 16] for a detailed description of the SOM learning algorithm. If learning in SOM is continued su ciently long so that the neighborhood eventually approaches to zero, batch SOM provides in practice quite similar results as K-means clustering. Another major di erence between SOM and K-means clustering is that in SOM the input data is usually mapped onto a two-dimensional lattice. The adjacent neurons (units) in the lattice, corresponding to the clusters in the K-means algorithm, describe closely related parts of the data compared with neurons farther away from each other 14, 15, 16]. Usually SOM is used so that the number of nodes (here clusters) is fairly large (typically tens or hundreds), but each node is represented by one weight vector only. Ritter 16 ] has justi ed that SOM then provides a discrete approximation to the so-called principal manifold 18], which is a lower dimensional nonlinear surface tting the data best in the mean-square error sense. The cluster mean vectors obtained using K-means clustering also form a crude approximation to the principal manifold due to the minimization of the estimated mean-square error (9). Our method di ers from the standard SOM mainly in that the number of clusters is typically fairly small, and that each cluster is represented by its mean vector and the associated local ICA subspace instead of a single weight vector.
A variant of SOM is so-called neural gas method 25], which is an extension of the standard K-means clustering procedure. It also takes into account a neighborhood ranking of the reference (weight) vectors. The neural gas method is more suitable for clustering than standard SOM, which is intended mainly to visualization and nonlinear mapping of the input data. For a detailed description of the neural gas method, see 25]. 5 Experimental results
Simple experiments
We rst present some simple experiments illustrating how the proposed local ICA method performs. In these experiments, the data vectors were two-dimensional only, allowing an easy visual inspection of the results. In the rst case, the data consisted of points which were uniformly distributed around a parabola as shown in Figure 1 . The number of clusters was chosen to be K = 8, and standard K-means clustering was used for learning the clusters. The two local ICA basis vectors found by the symmetric xed-point algorithm are shown for each cluster, attached to the mean vector of the respective cluster. These basis vectors are at least for some of the clusters clearly di erent from the respective local PCA basis vectors, which are constrained to be mutually orthogonal. One can also note that the data vectors belonging to the two lowest clusters are still mildly nonlinearly distributed. Figure 2 depicts the results of the SOM algorithm for the same data. Due to the neighborhood e ect, the cluster centers given by SOM are clearly above the parabola especially close to its bottom. Another observation compared with Figure 1 is that SOM tends to draw the cluster centers closer to each other than the K-means algorithm. When the size of the neighborhood in SOM was reduced, the clusters and their local ICA bases approached those of the K-means algorithm, and coincided for zero neighborhood. The results given by the neural gas method are quite similar to those provided by the K-means clustering, and therefore they are not shown here.
In another experiment, the data consisted of two distinct distributions: a uniform subGaussian one (in the upper right part of Figure 3) , and a Laplacian super-Gaussian distribution (in the lower left part). The neural gas method combined with the the xed-point algorithm performs well, nding the local ICA bases shown in Figure 3 . It works fairly well also in more di cult cases where the two distributions are closer to each other. Also in these experiments K-means clustering performed on an average equally well as the neural gas method, while the quality of the results given by the SOM clustering was poorer than for these two methods.
The Euclidean distance was compared with the city-block distance (13) and the chessboard distance (14) using arti cially generated two-dimensional data. The data consisted of either four uniform distributions or four Laplacian distributions forming four clusters. The center points of these distributions were chosen randomly, so that the clusters (disributions) were possibly overlapping. The generated data were clustered using di erent distances in the K-means algorithm. After this, the local ICA basis vectors of each cluster were computed and compared with the respective theoretically correct basis vectors. This was done by computing the squared error k a (17) where m k is the theoretical mean vector of cluster k andm k is the mean vector of the respective cluster estimated using the K-means algorithm.
Because in the K-means algorithm the initial cluster centers are chosen randomly, the nal clusters can be di erent for di erent trials. Therefore clustering and estimation of the local Table 2 : Average errors given by di erent distance measures for Laplacian distributed clusters in K-means clustering.
ICA basis vectors were performed for 1000 di erent realizations of the data set. For uniformly distributed clusters, the chessboard distance (14) gave the best local ICA basis vectors as can be seen from Table 1 . Also the error E CC of cluster centers is the smallest for the d 1 -distance.
The tables give both the means E BV , E CC and the variances E BV , E CC of the error criteria E BV and E CC , respectively. The last two columns min E BV and min E CC show the percentages of the cases in which the error given by each distance was the smallest. Clearly, d 1 -distance is the worst in clustering uniformly distributed data.
On the other hand, Table 2 shows that d 1 -distance performs the best in clustering Laplacian data. The di erences in errors are smaller than for uniform distributed data. Table 2 also shows that the standard d 2 -norm performs fairly well in estimating the directions of the local ICA basis vectors but poorer in estimating the centers of the clusters. The standard deviations E CC of the estimated cluster centers are fairly high for all the distance measures because the K-means algorithm does not always yield good results. For example two cluster centers can be very near each other. We tested also Xu's criterion (10) for determining the optimal number of clusters in K-means algorithm. It turned out that it performs very well in predicting the number of clusters when the data is Gaussian as assumed in the derivation of the formula (10). We tested this criterion using several real-world data sets, too. Regrettably, it turned out that the criterion does not work for these data sets. There is no global minimum or minimum at all, because the value of the criterion (10) tends to decrease gradually with increasing number of clusters, making it impossible to predict the optimal number of clusters. 
Natural image data
We have made more extensive experiments with image data, consisting of 15 natural images describing di erent scenes, plants and animals. In these experiments a set of typically 100000 possibly overlapping 12 12 subimages was randomly extracted from the original images. The subimages were then represented as 144-component data (mixture) vectors x k . They were preprocessed by subtracting from each x k the mean of its components, and then dividing x k by its norm for reducing the variance.
In the rst experiments, we used the data vectors x k as such in clustering. Later on we found that the proposed local ICA method yields more meaningful results if the data vectors are clustered according to their mean frequency in the K-means algorithm. This was accomplished by applying discrete cosine transform to the data vectors before clustering them. However, this operation was used only in nding the clusters. After the clusters were found, the local ICA bases were computed for the data vectors belonging to each cluster without application of discrete cosine transform. In these experiments, the standard Euclidean norm was used in clustering, because some of the independent components of natural images preprocessed as described above are sub-Gaussian while most of them are super- Gaussian 26] . They are sensitive to spatial frequencies, starting from low frequencies and then proceeding to higher ones for which the basis images resemble more or less a checkerboard. The local PCA expansions for the other 3 clusters formed using the K-means algorithm were almost similar and are therefore not shown here. We tried also global PCA expansion, which provided qualitatively very similar features to those in Figure 5 , sensitive to spatial frequencies.
Finally, Figures 6 9 show the basis images of the local ICA expansions computed for the data vectors belonging to each of the four clusters found by the K-means algorithm. The number of ICA basis vectors is di erent for each cluster because we determined it by requiring that 80% of the total energy is included. In all the experiments, the symmetric xed-point algorithm described in 19] was used for computing the needed ICA expansions.
Clearly, local ICA basis vectors yield lters that are sensitive to edges and lines of varying orientations, as well as wavelet type lters which are sensitive to local variations in the images. More speci cally, one can observe that the basis images in Figure 6 have much more variation in horizontal than in vertical direction. Many of these local ICA basis images correspond to lters sensitive to horizontal edges and lines. The basis images of Figure 8 are largely qualitatively similar as in Fig. 6 but this time sensitive to vertical variations. Most of the 9 subimages in Figure 7 represent smooth variations, while the basis images in Figure 9 are sensitive to local wavelet type features with a few exceptions. These results can be understood by recalling that clustering was based on frequency information provided by the discrete cosine transformation. We applied also SOM and the neural gas method to the same natural image data. The local ICA basis images found by these methods were visually less meaningful than the local ICA basis images shown above, found using standard K-means clustering.
Related work
The local ICA method described above has connections with several other approaches. We rst discuss related local models, and then brie y other approaches used for extracting features from natural images.
Kambhatla and Leen 27] have developed a local PCA method, which applies vector quan- tization instead of SOM or K-means clustering to dividing the data into disjoint regions. Then for the data vectors falling into each region a local PCA expansion is computed. In a similar manner as in our method, vector quantization tries to capture the overall nonlinear structure in the data coarsely, while the local PCA expansions of each region describe local variations. This method and a related one introduced by Joutsensalo 28] are useful mainly in data compression due to the properties of PCA. Another approach to local PCA has been adopted in an interesting paper by Hinton, Dayan, and Revow 29] . They use a mixture of linear PCA models, and t the mixture to the data by using an EM type maximum likelihood algorithm. This reduces to the k-means algorithm in a limiting case. Alternatively, one can use a mixture of linear factor analysis models. Recently, these ideas have been in a straightforward manner extended to a mixture of linear ICA models in 2, 30, 31].
Kohonen 15] has introduced so-called ASSOM method as an extension of SOM for unsupervised extraction of invariant local features from the input data. This is done by associating a subspace instead of a single weight vector to each node of the self-organizing map. The basis vectors of the subspace are then used as the invariant features for the data vectors classi ed to that subspace. The results are interesting and meaningful for real-world speech and image data 15]. Oja and Valkealahti 32] have applied ICA to form the subspaces in ASSOM. This also leads to a local ICA method which, however, di ers considerably from ours. In particular, they use a classi cation based criterion function for clustering, and apply it to extraction of ICA type features from textures. Image features obtained using ICA are also related to features provided by recent constructions in harmonic analysis such as ridgelets and curvelets 36]. A general di culty in comparing image features given by various methods is that it is very di cult if impossible to compare the results quantitatively in an appropriate way. That is, there is no good numerical performance index available for assessing the quality of the extracted image features. Moreover, the usefulness of extracted features depends on the speci c application.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have introduced a method where local linear ICA models are used for describing suitably clustered data. The clustering part is responsible for an overall coarse nonlinear representation of the data, while linear ICA models of each cluster are used for describing local features. The goal is to represent the data better than in linear ICA while avoiding computational di culties related with nonlinear ICA. Experimental results are presented both for arti cial data and natural images, and connections with related existing methods are discussed.
There exist several possibilities for extending the ideas described in this work. For example, a smooth transition from one local ICA expansion to another neighboring one could be achieved by using partly overlapping local ICA models. Generally, the proposed method in its present form seems to work well if the data is more or less clustered. But if no clear clusters can be found, the method does not necessarily perform any better than standard linear ICA.
